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Motivation
Why Open Clusters?

Open Clusters are fundamental building blocks of galaxies, and key objects
for several astrophysical aspects:

I very young OCs are informative of the star formation mechanism
I young OCs trace the star forming regions
I itermediate and old OCs allow studying the chemical enrichment of

the galactic disk
I stellar structure and evolution
I more...
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Motivation
Why data mining / machine learning?
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Method

Initially developed using astrometric data from TGAS and photometric
data from 2MASS, aiming for its application to Gaia DR2

I Overdensities in
astrometrical parameters
(l , b, $, µα∗ , µδ)

I Located in the Galactic
disk |b| < 20

I Not close to MWSC
catalogue OCs

I CMDs similar to OCs
from DR1
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Preprocessing
Consider only the Galactic disk |b| > 20. Around 95% of the clusters
catalogued in Dias[Dias+ 2002] and MWSC[Kharchenko+ 2013] are in this
region.
Reject stars with |µα∗ |, |µδ| > 30mas·yr−1 and 0mas< $ < 7mas.
Divide the area of study in rectangles of size L deg.
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DBSCAN
Use a density based unsupervised algorithm to search for overdensities in
the parameter space.

I No a priori knowledge of the
number of clusters

I Finds arbitrary shaped clusters
I Need to define two parameters

(ε,minPts)

ε

Statistical distance between two stars:
d(i , j) =

√
(li − lj)2 + (bi − bj)2 + ($i −$j)2 + (µα∗,i − µα∗,j)2 + (µδ,i − µδ,j)2
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DBSCAN
Determination of (ε,minPts)

Leave minPts to be optimized using simulated data.

For the determination of ε:

I Distance between the kth
nearest neighbours in a cluster
should be smaller than distance
between stars belonging to the
field

I Compute ε as:
ε = (εkNN + εrand )/2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
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Artificial Neural Network
To distinguish between statistical clusters and Open Clusters

How to distinguish between all the clusters, real OCs or not, from
DBSCAN?
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Treat it as a pattern recognition problem to automatically classify in real
OCs and statistical clusters, decide if stars are following an isochrone in a
Color Magnitude Diagram.
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Results
Validation of the candidates

Each of the 32 OCs candidates detected with TGAS were validated using
Gaia DR2:

I Focus on a cone search of 2 deg centred in the centre of the
candidate.

I Re-run the algorithm to re-detect the OC, now with more members
due to the increase in the limiting magnitude (G < 17).

I Check if the mean parameters of the found OC are compatible with
the previous ones.

I Check if the member stars are following an isochrone in the CMD,
using Gaia photometry.
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Results
Proposed new OCs

After the validation of the TGAS candidates with Gaia DR2 data, the
proposed new OCs are:
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Results
UBC1
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Results
UBC7 vs Collinder135

Cone search of 10 deg centred in
UBC7 with photometric observations
> 120.
UBC7 is found in the vicinity of
Collinder135, separated enough to be
considered as a different cluster.
The common proper motions with
Collinder135 suggests that UBC7 is
probably a part of it.
More spurious clusters may be
detected due to the scanning law of
Gaia.
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Conclusions and future work

I After the method is applied to TGAS, around 70% of the candidates
were confirmed with Gaia DR2.

I Explore how the definition of d(i , j) and the determination of ε
adapts to the different OCs.

I Need to build a wider and more realistic training set for the ANN to
use with Gaia DR2.

I The method is devised to work with large datasets such as Gaia DR2,
but its implementation into a big data enviroment is work in progress.
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More on...
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